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Profoundly creative, skillful and reliable Upholsterer with experience making, 
repairing, and replacing upholstery for household furniture and transportation 
vehicles, using knowledge of fabrics and methods of upholstery.

EXPERIENCE

Upholsterer II
ABC Corporation - 2012 – 2015

 Upholsterer Commercial and residential upholstery Measure and cut 
new covering material, using patterns and measuring and cutting 
instruments.

 Operate sewing machine to seam cushions and join various sections 
of covering material.

 Fit, install, and secure material on a workpiece, using hand tools, 
power tools, glue, cement, or staples.

 Adjust or replace webbing, padding, and springs and secure them in 
place.

 Attach binding or apply solutions to edges of cut material to prevent 
raveling. Sew rips or tears in material, or create tufting, using needle 
and thread.

 Read order and apply knowledge and experience with materials to 
determine the type and amount of material required to cover the 
workpiece.

 Draw cutting lines on material following patterns, templates, 
sketches, or blueprints, using chalk, pencil, paint, or other methods.

Upholsterer 
ABC Corporation - 2010 – 2012

 When I came into work I was assigned the task of cutting old vinyl off 
seats then I would cut squares of new vinyl and staple them to the 
chairs.

 We would sometimes go and visit shops where we would do on site 
work and I also upholstered a couple booth seats with the help of my 
boss.

 I helped my boss grow his home business by allowing the company to
take more orders.

 Never arrived late and always did what I was told even if it meant 
more work hours.

 Skills Used Determination was definitely key for cutting and 
reapplying vinyl to 20 chairs a day took a lot of time and it is 
repeating the same task over and over.

 Was patient and didnt rush because I learned the hard way if I 
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messed up the vinyl on a chair I had to tear off the vinyl and put more
on till it was up to par for my boss.

 Was responsible in the workplace as I worked with a pressured staple 
gun and box cutter knife, and after I was done working I would clean 
the scraps of vinyl off the floor and throw them away and put away 
the staple gun and knife and other tools so my boss knew where to 
find them when he went to install them somewhere..

EDUCATION



SKILLS

Plumbing, Carpentry, Airguns, Welding, Power tools.
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